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BACKGROUND

Ell Inca Minerals Limited [Inca] is a mineral exploration company listed
on the Australian Securities Exchange Limited.

I2l Inca became the registered holder of exploration licence E53/1407 on
15 August 2012. E53/1407 is one of a number of tenements registered to
Inca, forming what is referred to by the applicant as the Dingo Range
Project, located approximately 200 km from Leinster.

[3] The required expenditure for E53/1407 for the expenditure year from
19 February 2013 to 18 February 2014 [Expenditure Year] was $30,000.
It is not in dispute that during the Expenditure Year Inca claimed
expenditure of $24,506.76, leaving a shortfall of $5,493.24.

[4] On 20 March 2014 Inca lodged Application for Exemption no. 443205,
applying for a total exemption from expenditure conditions for the
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Expenditure Year. On 1 May 2014 Mr Brewer lodged objection no.
445182 to the application for exemption.

[5] In its application, Inca sought exemption under sections 102(2)(b) and
(2)(h) of the Mining Act 1978 (WA) [Mining Act]. Subsequently, Inca
now limits its application to rely on section 102(2)(b) on the basis that
time was required during the Expenditure Year to evaluate work done on
E53/1407 and to plan future exploration or mining.

[6] In his Form 16 objection, Mr Brewer objected to the application for
exemption on the grounds that: (1) the objector disputes the genuineness
of the grounds upon which the exemption is sought and (2) in all the
circumstances it would be unreasonable to grant an exemption.

[7] The application and objection proceeded to hearing before the Perth
Mining Warden on 2 March 2016 pursuant to s 102(5)(a) of the Mining
Act.

THEEVIDENCE

N The applicant called three witnesses in support of its application: Mr
Ross Brown; Mr Mark Gifford; and Mr Grant Osborne; and tendered the
following documents into evidence: Certified Copies of Tenement
Searches for E53/1407, E53/1124, E53/1352, E53/1377 and E53/1380
[Exhibit 1.1 - 1.5]; Affidavit of Ross Curtis Brown sworn 2 July 2015
[Exhibit 2]; Affidavit of Ross Curtis Brown sworn 29 February 2016
[Exhibit 3]; Affidavit of Mark Gordon Gifford sworn 29 June 2015
[Exhibit 5] and Affidavit of Grant Alan Osborne sworn 1July 2015
[Exhibit 6].

[91 The objector did not call any witnesses although tendered into evidence
certified copies of the Form 5 Operations Reports for E53/1407 for years
ending 18 February 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 [Exhibit 4].

Evidence of Mr Ross Curtis Brown

[10] Mr Brown's evidence-in-chief is contained in his affidavits sworn 2

July 2015 and 29 February 2016.
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[11] Mr Brown is the managing director of Inca. He is also a qualified
geologist with 30 years' experience in mineral exploration.

[12] Mr Brown founded Inca and became its managing director in 2010.
On 8 March 2012 he became the managing director of Condor Metals
Limited. On 12 March 2012 Condor Metals Limited merged with Inca
and on 5 July 2012 Condor Metals Limited changed its name to Inca. Mr
Brown has been the managing director of the merged company since 12
March 2012.

L131 Inca is a minerals exploration company with exploration projects in
South America and Western Australia. Its primary South American
project is the Chanape Gold-Silver-Copper Porphyry project [Chanape
Project] in Peru, which is in an advanced stage of development and has
commenced drilling. In Western Australia, Inca held a group of
tenements, known as the Dingo Range Project, as well as some tenements
in Kalgoorlie NE, Southern Cross and Kalona [see Inca Minerals
Quarterly Report June 2012, annexure RCB7 of Brown's affidavit sworn
2 July 2015, being Exhibit 2].

L14j Inca became the registered holder of the tenements comprising the
Dingo Range Project on 15 August 2012. In cross-examination Mr Brown
admitted that Condor Metals Limited was the registered holder of the
tenements prior to Inca and that Condor Nickel Limited was the
registered holder prior to that. Mr Brown conceded that the three
companies had the same registration number and so essentially the same
company had held E53/1407 since 2010. The Register Search for
E53/1407 [Exhibit 1.1] shows that Condor Nickel Ltd became the
registered holder ofE53/1407 on 16 March 2010.

[15] The other ten tenements comprising the Dingo Range Project (which
formed a combined reporting group) were E37/975, E37/1124, E53/1352,
E53/1377, E53/1380, E53/1421, E53/1447, E53/1663, P53/1573 and
P53/1574.

[16] Mr Brown's evidence was that previous exploration of the Dingo
Range Project had focussed on gold, copper and zinc and that upon
becoming managing director of Inca in March 2012, he decided to
recommend a change in direction of the company towards nickel

exploration.

[17] Mr Brown stated that he conducted a desktop review of the Western
Australian project portfolio. His review included appraisal of the results
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of exploration on Inca's tenements and in the surrounding regions. He
stated that the process of evaluation took approximately 9 months
[Affidavit 2 July 2015 at paragraph 23, Exhibit 2] and that he completed
his review in May 2013. In cross-examination Mr Brown conceded that
this was actually a period of 14 months. As a result of his review, Mr
Brown stated that he considered that the only WA project to be retained
by Inca was the Dingo Range Project, which, based upon nickel
discoveries by Rox Resources at an adjoining location known as the
Fisher East Nickel Project, he considered was prospective for nickel.

[18] Mr Brown stated that in or around May 2013, based upon his review,
he recommended to the board of directors that Inca seek expert geological
advice in order to determine whether there was potential for a significant
nickel discovery at the Dingo Range Project and the board approved this
recommendation.

L191 When asked in cross-examination if he produced a report of his 14
month review, Mr Brown replied that the board is a very small board and
that as a result he has some liberty to talk about technical matters
verbally. When asked again if he had produced a report of his review, he
stated "I may have done, yes" [T17]. When asked if he later passed this
report on to Mr Osborne or Mr Gifford who subsequently conducted
reviews, Mr Brown replied "No, probably not, because I don't want to
necessarily influence people who are better experienced in nickel than I
am" [T17].

E201 In cross-examination Mr Brown admitted that Inca needed to raise
significant funds because of its commitments to its Chanape project but
denied that this was to the exclusion of its other tenements. Mr Brown
said he did not recall a telephone meeting with directors of Inca in
December 2012 where a decision was made not to spend money on the
Dingo Range Project tenements due to Inca's commitments to the
Chanape Project. He stated that Inca did spend money on the Dingo
Range Projects by way of him conducting his review, which expenditure
was calculated by him charging his own time based on the percentage of
his time in a day he spent doing the research over the period.

E211 Mr Brown subsequently instructed Mr Gifford, a consultant geologist,
to review Inca's past exploration results for the Dingo Range Project and
to confirm whether nickel exploration was warranted. His initial contact
with Mr Gifford was by phone and then by email, with confirmation of
Mr Gifford's engagement confirmed in an email dated 3 July 2013. In his
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affidavit sworn 2 July 2015 at paragraph 40, Mr Brown states that the
purpose of Mr Gifford's review was twofold: firstly, to establish the
nickel credentials of the Dingo Range Project and secondly, to raise funds
by way of an itemised exploration proposal. Paragraph 2 of Mr Brown's
email to Mr Gifford on 3 July 2013 states: "As you know Mark, we have
a very specific requirement of this report. It is to be used as a marketing
document to help us raise funds for Inca's WA Ni projects: Dingo Range
and Kalgoorlie NE. The target capital raising is +/- $500,000 though this
is flexible. The emphasis will obviously be on the Ni credentials if [sic]
the projects, addressing the question "why invest?""

[221 In cross-examination Mr Brown admitted that Mr Gifford's report was
to be used as marketing to raise funds for Inca's WA nickel projects but
maintained that this was for the purpose of exploration and mining for
those projects, which can't take place without funding. He said that the
report had two purposes: to convince the board to change direction (to
nickel) and to fund the projects.

[23] Mr Gifford completed his review and provided a report to the Inca
board dated 20 July 2013 for an agreed fee of $9,900. The report
recommended focussing on nickel exploration at the Dingo Range Project
and suggested an exploration program involving Versatile Time Domain
electromagnetic surveys and RC/core drilling at a cost of approximately
$345,000.

[241 As a consequence of Mr Gifford's recommendations, Mr Brown
recommended to the board of Inca that they seek a second opinion from a
geologist with more nickel focussed experience. On 30 October 2013 Mr
Brown met with Mr Osborne, a consultant geologist with specialised
skills in nickel exploration, and asked him to compile a further
comprehensive report as to nickel potential in the Dingo Range Project
and to provide a proposed exploration plan. On 7 November 2013 Mr
Osborne accepted the request to provide a report.

[25] On 3 January 2014 Mr Osborne presented his initial report to the
board of directors at Inca. Mr Osborne's report concluded that the Dingo

Range Project represented a strong target for nickel sulphide
mineralisation.

[261 On 31 January 2014 the board requested that Mr Osborne prepare a
budget for execution of the exploration program recommended in his
report and on 25 February 2014 Mr Osborne provided such a program
recommending field mapping and sampling at an estimated cost of
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$43,500. It is noted that the expenditure year in question ended on 18
February 2014.

[27] Mr Osborne was then engaged (post the Expenditure Year) by Inca to
provide a further report involving conducting a field visit, collecting
samples and undertaking mapping. This report was provided on 9 May
2014 and recommended an 18 month exploration plan including a VTEM
survey. Mr Osborne's fees for his reports were $42,781.75 with
additional fees of $7,572.96 for new magnetic and aerial photo data.

I281 Mr Brown's evidence is that based on the reports of Mr Gifford and
Mr Osborne, the Dingo Range Project is prospective for nickel and a new
nickel based exploration strategy has been approved. As a result of this
new strategy, since December 2014 Inca surrendered E37/975, E53/1421,
E53/1447, E53/1663, P53/1573 and P53/1574 in order to focus on areas
that Mr Gifford and Mr Osborne identified to be most prospective for
nickel, including E53/1407. Subsequently a quote for a ground
electromagnetic survey was obtained and the position is that the board
intends to carry out the future proposed exploration, pending the results
of the exemption and associated forfeiture applications.

I291 The affidavit of Mr Brown sworn 29 February 2016 attests to a
subsequent Nickel Rights Agreement and Licence Deed entered into with
Bullseye Mining Corporation over tenements including E53/1407, which
is evidence of Inca's future intentions.

I301 In cross-examination Mr Brown conceded that the work done and the
expenditure made in relation to E53/1407 applied equally to the other
tenements (then a total of 11 tenements) in the Dingo Range Project. He
admitted that for two of those tenements E53/1352 (2013, 2014) and
E53/1377 (2012, 2013) exemptions had been refused for two consecutive
years. Regarding the time charged by himself for his own review (which
took place from March 2012 to May 2013, a total of 14 months,
approximately 3 and a half months of which relate to the Expenditure
Year), Mr Brown stated that this expenditure was apportioned by him,
between the tenements, based on a "sort of formula I used" [T30] ... "it
was sort of a biased allocation towards the tenements that had the nickel
potential on the property ... I weighted it in terms of the amount of time
that I spent on each part of the research" [T31 ]. In relation to the Form 5
submitted for the 2014 Expenditure Year, Mr Brown stated that the
expenditure mainly related to the work done by Mr Gifford and Mr
Osborne. He conceded that the report by Gifford (and Osborne) related to
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a number of tenements other than E53/1407 and that he apportioned
expenditure "in a similar fashion to how I described the proportion of my
time" ... "it's a considered allocation of appropriate expenditure relevant
to the nickel prospect activity of each tenement" [T32] though Mr Brown
was unable to precisely account for the expenditure claimed for the
Expenditure Year. He was asked: "[Question]: ... whose costs are
allocated to that [2014] form 5? [Answer]: All right. I will say Mark
[Gifford] and Grant [Osborne]. [Question]: Most of Grant's work was
done after that expenditure year? [Answer]: All right. So then in that case
it wasn't his" [T33],

t311 In re-examination Mr Brown stated "... you've got to remember

resource companies are spending shareholders' money, so we have to be
very thorough" [T35]. He conceded that Inca did drop below the required
expenditure due to the change of focus from gold to nickel "but not by
much" [T35].

Evidence of Mr Mark Gordon Gifford

[32] Mr Gifford' s evidence-in-chief is contained in his affidavit sworn 29
June 2015 [Exhibit 5].

[33] Mr Gifford is a geologist with over 25 years' experience in the mining
industry and he is currently the managing director of Greater Arc
Resources Inc. He has expertise and experience in nickel sulphide

exploration.

[34] On 3 July 3013, Mr Gifford was engaged as a private consultant by Mr
Brown, on behalf of Inca, to conduct an independent review of Inca's
Dingo Range Project and Kalgoorlie NE project, specifically in relation
to nickel.

[351 To prepare his report Mr Gifford first conducted a "regional review"
and then conducted a review of Inca's tenements. On 20 July 2013, Mr
Gifford provided a comprehensive report to Inca (annexure MGG4 to his
affidavit being Exhibit 5). The fee for Mr Gifford's report was $9,900.

[36] In his report Mr Gifford strongly recommended that Inca pursue a
strategy of nickel exploration at the Dingo Range Project. His report
suggested an exploration program (as requested) that included Versatile
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Time Domain electromagnetic surveys and RC/core drilling at a cost of
approximately $345,000.

[371 In cross-examination, the email sent by Mr Brown on 3 July 2013 was
put to Mr Gifford and the "relevance of the reference to capital raising
plus or minus $500,000" [T37]. Mr Gifford replied: "That actually only
gave me a value from which to define the work program ... It didn't
actually control or decide on what would be the outcome of the review"
[T3 7]. He was asked if he understood that the report was to be used for
the purpose of helping to raise funds, to which he replied: "Well, almost
all geological reports are used in either justification of exploration or
justification of development ... There isn't really a difference between
the project being used to raise funds or spend funds, from my
perspective" [T37].

Evidence of Mr Grant Allan Osborne

[381 Mr Osborne's evidence-in-chief is contained in his affidavit sworn
1July 2015 [Exhibit 6].

[39] Mr Osborne is a geologist with over 35 years' experience, with
extensive expertise and experience in nickel sulphide exploration. He is
currently the sole director of consulting company Geosborne Pty Ltd,
which provides geological advice to mining companies.

140] In October 2013 Mr Osborne was consulted by Inca, to review
previous exploration data from the Dingo Range area and to provide a
comprehensive report, with a particular focus on nickel, and to
recommend an exploration strategy. On 7 November 2013 Mr Osborne

agreed to perform the work.

[411Mr Osborne conducted extensive and detailed research into the
potential for nickel exploration in the area and on 3 January 2014 he
provided a comprehensive report of his findings to Inca (annexure GAO7
to his affidavit being Exhibit 6). In his report he considered that the
Dingo Range Proj ect represented a strong target for nickel sulphide
mineralization and he proposed an exploration plan for further, more

comprehensive exploration.

142] On 3 January 2014, Inca instructed Mr Osborne to prepare a budget
for his proposed exploration plan. On 25 February 2014, Mr Osborne
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provided a proposed exploration program at a proposed cost of $43,500
(annexure GAO9 to his affidavit being Exhibit 6). It is noted that the
expenditure year in question ended on 18 February 2014.

[431 In the following expenditure year, Inca approved Mr Osborne's
exploration program, Mr Osborne carried out a field trip to the area a
result of which he provided Inca with a further report on 9 May 2014
(annexure GAO710 to his affidavit being Exhibit 6), reinforcing the
prospects of nickel sulphide in the Dingo Range Project and
recommending a further 18 month exploration plan.

[44] For his work consulting for Inca, between 7 November 2013 and 9
May 2014, Mr Osborne charged Inca $42,781.75. Separate invoices were
issued for payment of items and equipment purchased by Mr Osborne at a
further cost of $7,572.96.

E451 In cross-examination, Mr Osborne stated that in preparing his report
he was provided with the previously prepared report by Mr Gifford but
was not provided with any report prepared by Mr Brown.

SUBMISSIONS

[46] Counsel for the applicant and the objector both filed written
submissions prior to the hearing; for the applicant dated 8 February 2016
and for the objector dated 22 February 2016. In addition, at the hearing
both counsel made opening and closing submissions and counsel for the
objector also filed supplementary written submissions dated 2 March
2016.

Submissions for the Objector

[47] Counsel for the objector reiterated that the application before the court
was an application for exemption and the objection to it, it was not the
associated forfeiture application.

E481 Counsel for the objector stated that there was no great dispute as to
the law and that the onus was on the applicant to satisfy the warden that
one of the criteria under s 102(2) of the Mining Act was made out for an
exemption to be granted.

10
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[49] He referred to the Department of Mines and Petroleum Policy
Guidelines which state that an application must include information about
the type and extent of work that has been evaluated during the relevant
period, including a brief summary of the results of the evaluation. It was
submitted that although these guidelines are not binding on the warden,
they nonetheless constitute a persuasive starting point.

Ls01 Counsel for the objector pointed out that although Inca became the
registered holder of the Dingo Range Project tenements on 15 August
2012, in effect the same company had held the tenement since 2010,
subject only to changes of the company name. It was therefore submitted
that Inca, and previously Condor, had in fact had four years to "evaluate
work done" on E53/1407 and "to plan future exploration or mining"
under the ground claimed under s 102(2)(b) of the Mining Act.

I511 Counsel for the objector queried the "initial review" claimed by Mr
Brown as expenditure and submitted that there had in fact been inactivity
until 3 July 2013 when Mr Gifford was asked to do some work. If the
"initial review" was genuine, where was the report for this 14 month
review? No such report was produced at the hearing or to Mr Gifford or
Mr Osborne for them to prepare their reports. It was submitted that in the
absence of producing the report, all that has been done "is work for the
executive of the company in determining company policy or strategy
...It's not expenditure in mining or in connection with mining on the
tenement in the expanded sense of exploration" [T44].Counsel for the
objector also questioned Mr Brown's claim for his executive time when
there was no report to verify it and questioned the calculation process of
charging for Mr Brown's time as well as the process of allocating it
across the various tenements.

I521 Counsel for the objector submitted that the report of Mr Gifford was a
marketing document to raise funds and was not for genuine exploration.

I531 Counsel for the objector conceded that expenditure should not be
incurred for the sake of expenditure but that the alternative is to satisfy
one of the criteria under s 102(2) of the Mining Act.

I541 Counsel for the objector referred to other tenements within the same
reporting group for which exemptions were refused, tenements for which
Mr Brown admitted the same factual circumstances for exemption
applied and referred to s 102(4) of the Mining Act.

11
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[551 Counsel for the objector submitted that, save for the work done by Mr
Osborne, the claim for expenditure was not genuine and that, even in
relation to Mr Osborne, most of the his work occurred outside the

expenditure year.

Submissions for the Applicant

[561 Counsel for the applicant submitted that previously the focus of Inca
(and Condor) on the Dingo Range Project tenements, including
E53/1407, had been for gold. A decision instigated by Mr Brown in
2012/2013 and then adopted by Inca, to look into the potential for nickel
sulphide mineralisation and to thereupon obtain advice from geologists
with experience in nickel exploration, meant that Inca required time
during the Expenditure Year to plan further exploration.

[571 It was submitted that this was a case where it was not appropriate to
embark upon a campaign of spending for the sake of it and that this was a
prudent exploration strategy that was consistent with the objects of the
Mining Act and which merited the grant of an exemption under section
102(2)(b).

[581 Counsel for the applicant submitted that the initial review by Mr
Brown was necessary to get the board to the point where they resolved to
pursue the nickel strategy and to engage Mr Gifford and Mr Osborne. It
was submitted that as Mr Brown was the only technical director and as it
was a small board, that there weren't always documents produced, though
it was clear from Mr Brown's evidence that he did do a significant
amount of work in evaluating the tenements.

[59] Counsel for the applicant, referred to Mr Gifford's report, and the cost
to Inca of $9,900 to obtain the report, which cost was incurred in the
Expenditure Year. As to the suggestion that the purpose of his report was
to raise funds, counsel for the applicant referred to Mr Gifford's evidence
that almost all geological reports are used to either raise money or spend
money.

[60] Counsel for the applicant referred to Mr Osborne's report, at a total
cost to Inca of $42,781.75 and additional expenses of $7,572.96, and its
findings as proof of the genuineness of the ground upon which the
exemption is sought. Counsel for the applicant disputed that most of Mr
Osborne's work took place outside the Expenditure Year and submitted

12
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that the key components of his work occurred within the Expenditure
Year.

[61] It was submitted that further evidence of the genuineness of the
ground for exemption was the fact that, following the new exploration
strategy proposed by Osborne, Inca had surrendered tenements not
critical to its new exploration strategy and had expended over the
required minimum the following year (2015). Future intentions to
continue to carry out nickel based exploration were evidenced by the
quote obtained from Outer Rim Exploration Services to carry out an
electromagnetic survey and by the Nickel Rights Agreement and Licence
Deed entered into with Bullseye Mining Corporation over tenements
including E53/1407.

I621 It was submitted that other tenements held by Inca for which
exemption applications had been refused were not relevant as evidence of
the particulars of those applications were not before the warden and we
therefore didn't know on what grounds they were applied for or refused
on.

I631 Counsel for the applicant referred to a number of authorities (some of
which are mentioned below) and submitted that this was a case which
falls squarely within the circumstances contemplated by s 102(2)(b) and
that exemption should be granted.

THE LAW

I64ÿ Section 62(1) of the Mining Act states that:

"During the currency of an exploration licence the holder thereof
shall comply with the prescribed expenditure conditions relating
thereto, unless in accordance with this Act total or partial exemption
therefrom is granted."

651 Section 8(1) defines "expenditure conditions" as:

"... in relation to a mining tenement means the prescribed conditions
applicable to a mining tenement that require the expenditure of
money on or in connection with the mining tenement or the mining
operations carried out thereon or proposed to be so carried out."

13
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[66] Expenditure conditions are prescribed in relation to exploration
licences in Reg 21 of the Mining Regulations 1981 [Mining Regulations].
It states that expenditure is required to be expended "in mining on or in
connection with mining". Mining is defined in s 8(1) of the Mining Act to
include exploration.

[67] Expenditure conditions reflect the object of the Mining Act as
explained in Nova Resources NL v French (1995) 12 WAR 50 by Justice
Rowland:

"The primary object ... is to ensure as far as practicable that land
which has either known potential for mining or is worthy of
exploration will be made available for mining or exploration. It is
made available subject to reasonably stringent conditions and if these,
including the expenditure conditions, show that the purposes of the
grant are not being advanced, then the Act and regulations make
provision for others who have an interest in those purposes on that
land to apply for forfeiture so that they may exploit the area. There is
power for a tenement holder to seek exemption from complying with
certain conditions for cause ..."

[681 ,,Expenditure conditions are an annual obligation. There is no daily
requirement. In theory they can be met on the last day of the tenement
year": [Hunt on Mining Law of Western Australia": Hunt, Kavenagh and
Hunt; 5th Edition, 2015, The Federation Press at 10.2.1].

[69] Exemption from expenditure conditions is dealt with in s 102 of the
Mining Act. Section 102(1) provides that a mining tenement holder may
apply for and may be granted a certificate of exemption from compliance
which totally or partially exempts the mining tenement from the
prescribed expenditure conditions.

1701 Section 102(2) lists the reasons for which a certificate of exemption
may be granted. Section 102(2)(b) states that a certificate of exemption
may be granted for the reason:

"that time is required to evaluate work done on the mining
tenement, to plan future exploration or mining or raise capital
therefor."

[711 If an objection is lodged, the application and objection shall be heard
by the warden: s 102(5). Such proceedings are administrative proceedings
by the warden exercised pursuant to Part VIII of the Mining Regulations.

14
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[721 The onus of proof is on the applicant to satisfy the warden that it has
made out the grounds for exemption under s 102(2)(b) and that
exemption should be recommended to the Minister: Minerology v
Blackfin [2013] WAMW 19 per Warden Wilson at [19].

[73] In Re Minister for Resources: Ex Parte Cazaly Iron Pty Ltd v Anor
(2007) 34 WAR 403 Justice Pullin stated at [22]:

" ... Div 7 [of Part IV of the Mining Act] ... allows for the grant of a
certificate of exemption to a tenement holder. This will exempt the
tenement from the condition that money be spent on mining, or in
connection with mining in relation to it, for certain periods of time.
The exemption may be granted for a variety of reasons, including ...
that time is required to evaluate work done on the tenement [,] to plan
future exploration or mining or to raise capital therefore ... These
provisions make it clear that one object or purpose of the Act is to
identify circumstances in which a tenement holder will be allowed to
hold a tenement without mining or giving it up to others who may
wish to actively mine the land."

[74] In 2002 the Department of Mines and Petroleum issued "Policy
Guidelines for Exemption from Expenditure Condition", which were
updated in 2010. Although these guidelines may indeed be helpful for
applicants, it has been held that these guidelines are not binding on a
warden: Blackfin Pty Ltd v Mineralogy Pty Ltd [2013] WAMW 19;
Morellini v IPT Systems Ltd [2003] WAMW 3.

[751 Section 102(4) states that:

"When consideration is given to an application for exemption regard
shall be had to the current grounds upon which exemptions have been
granted and to the work done and the money spent on the mining
tenement by the holder thereof."

761 In General Gold Resources NL v Exmin Pty Ltd [2002] WAMW 18
the warden was satisfied that a proposed development of a nearby
treatment plant and the re-evaluation of the tenements, given a recent rise
in the price of the mineral and the introduction of a new joint venture
partner, substantiated the need for further time to develop the tenements.
In Berkeley Resources Ltd v Limelight Industries Pty Ltd [2013]
WAMW 2 the warden held this ground is intended to provide exemption
where the evaluation or planning for future exploration or mining actually
occurs but it is not intended to excuse inaction [see Hunt on Mining Law
of Western Australia" (supra) at 10.2.2.5].

15
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[77] Section 103 of the Mining Act provides that upon the granting of a
certificate of exemption, the holder of a mining tenement is deemed to be
relieved to the extent, and subject to the conditions, specified in the
certificate from his obligations under the prescribed expenditure
conditions relating to the mining tenement.

ASSESSMENT OF THE EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSION

I78ÿ I found Mr Brown to be a generally credible witness, although I did
not find his evidence to be credible and reliable in all aspects.

[79] I accept Mr Brown's evidence that previous exploration of the Dingo
Range Project had focussed on gold, copper and zinc and that upon
becoming managing director of Inca in March 2012, he decided to look
into a change in direction towards nickel exploration. I accept that as an
experienced geologist with 30 years' experience, that Mr Brown was
qualified to conduct an initial review into the feasibility of such a move
and that as a qualified geologist he was entitled to charge his time for
such a review and that such work constitutes expenditure in connection
with mining/exploration under section 8(1) of the Mining Act and Reg 21
of the Mining Regulations. Whilst I am satisfied on the evidence that Mr
Brown did conduct an initial review, some of Mr Brown's evidence
concerning the details of this review lacked both credibility and
reliability.

I801 Firstly, Mr Brown either did or didn't produce a report following his
review. After a 14 month review, he would know if he did or he didn't.
So to answer, when asked if he had produced a report: "I may have done,
yes" [T 17]; and to answer, when asked if he provided a copy to Mr
Osborne and Mr Gifford: "No, probably not ..."; in my view lacks
credibility and I find that Mr Brown did not produce such a report. If he
had, it would surely have been annexed to his affidavit of 2 July 2015.

181] Secondly, for someone who stated in re-examination that "... you've

got to remember resource companies are spending shareholders' money,
so we have to be very thorough" [T35] the details of Mr Brown's review,
the manner in which he charged his time for it and the manner in which
he allocated expenditure for it over the group of tenements held by Inca
was lacking in detail and reliability. In his affidavit he stated his review
was 9 months, when the period was 14 months. If Mr Brown is charging
his time and shareholders' money for his review, one would expect there
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would be something to show for it. It doesn't necessarily have to be a
formal report but could just be a summary report or notes or minutes of
meetings. If Mr Brown is charging his time and shareholders' money over
an extended period of time for his review, then there should be a precise
record of the time he spent on the review (by way of time sheets), which
record is able to be produced. For accountability purposes, there should
also be a written record of how the allocation of this time has been
allocated across the tenements. No such evidence was put before the
court.

I821 Nevertheless, despite the lack of a written report and despite
inadequacies in detail and accountability mentioned above, I am still
satisfied that a review by Mr Brown was conducted and that he was
qualified to conduct such a review. I am further satisfied that as a result
this initial review by Mr Brown, approval by Inca was obtained to engage
Mr Gifford and Mr Osborne.

I831 1 found Mr Gifford to be both a credible and reliable witness. I find
that the obtaining of the report from Mr Gifford by Inca was based on a
genuine plan to look into the prospects of nickel exploration. I find that
Mr Gifford was competent and experienced to give that report. The fact
that the request for the report in Mr Brown's email of 3 July 2013
specifically stated it as being "to establish the nickel credentials of the
Dingo Range Project" rebuts the objector's submission that there was a
decision in December 2012 by Inca not to spend money on the Dingo
Range tenements. Whilst the request for the report was also expressed as
"to help us raise funds for Inca's WA Ni projects", I accept Mr Gifford's
evidence that almost all geological reports are used to raise funds or
spend funds and I am satisfied that that did not derogate from the
legitimacy of his report but rather only gave him a value from which to
define the work program. I accept, of course, that work programs can be
developed to fit within budgets and proposed budgets. Looking in
particular at the content of Mr Gifford's report, I accept that obtaining Mr
Gifford's report was genuine expenditure in relation to proposed nickel
exploration and not just a fund raising venture.

I8411 found Mr Osborne to be a credible and reliable witness. I also find
that obtaining Mr Osborne's report was genuine expenditure in relation to
proposed nickel exploration and that the findings expressed in his
report(s) in fact justify Inca moving into nickel exploration. Mr
Osborne's was not cross-examined on the content of his report(s) nor was
his credibility challenged.
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t851 The exemption application before me relates to E53/1407 for the
expenditure year from 19 February 2013 to 18 February 2014. It is not in
dispute that the expenditure claimed by the applicant of $24,506.76 falls
below the required expenditure of $30,000 for the Expenditure Year. The
applicant now applies for exemption from the expenditure conditions
pursuant to section 102(2)(b) of the Mining Act on the basis that time was
required during the Expenditure Year to evaluate work done on E53/1407
and to plan future exploration or mining.

861 Although the application relates specifically to the expenditure year 19
February 2013 to 18 February 2014 for E53/1407, in my view other
expenditure years in relation to "the mining tenement" E53/1407 are
relevant to the consideration for exemption [s 102(4) Mining Act] and
expenditure in relation to other related tenements are also relevant in
circumstances where there is joint reporting and they form a "project". In
relation to E53/1407, the Mining Tenement Register Search [Exhibit 1.1]
indicates that there have however been no previous applications for
exemption. There have been applications for exemptions refused in
relation to two related tenements E53/1352 (2013, 2014) and E53/1377
(2012, 2013), though without further evidence as to how and why these
exemptions were refused, this evidence is of little weight.

[87] In conclusion, despite the lack of a written report and despite a lack of
detail regarding how time was charged and expenditure allocated, I
nevertheless do find that Mr Brown conducted a review into the nickel
potential of the Dingo Range projects between March 2012 and May
2013. I accept that it was a genuine review into changing direction from
exploration in gold, copper and zinc to exploration in nickel. I accept that
as a result of this initial review, Inca approved two further reviews by
geologists with more nickel expertise. I accept that obtaining the reports
of both Mr Gifford and Mr Osborne were genuine in relation to Inca's
intentions to explore the prospects of nickel based exploration, and that
the reports themselves were by qualified geologists and were genuine in
content. The reports have confirmed that there is nickel potential on
E53/1407. I find that the obtaining of the reports constitutes expenditure
in connection with mining/exploration under section 8(1) of the Mining
Act and Reg 21 of the Mining Regulations. Although Inca did not expend
the full amount required for the Expenditure Year, they nevertheless did
incur expenditure in consulting Mr Gifford and Mr Osborne. It was
entirely appropriate that Inca obtain expert reports into nickel potential
before actually commencing mining operations for nickel and I accept
that previous exploration data regarding gold, copper and zinc did not
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necessarily translate to nickel. Although some of Mr Osborne's
expenditure carried over into the subsequent Expenditure Year, I accept
that the intentions to explore nickel potential were genuine and find that,
by obtaining the expert reports of Mr Gifford and Mr Osborne, Inca did
not "sit on its hands". Inca's conduct post the Expenditure Year by (i)
further engagement of Mr Osborne; (ii) implementation of Mr Osborne's
exploration program; (iii) relinquishing tenements that did not have
nickel potential; (iv) expenditure over the minimum amount the following
expenditure year and (v) proposed future nickel exploration plans all add
credibility to this.

lssj For the above reasons I am satisfied under section 102(2)(b) that
further time was required during the Expenditure Year to evaluate work
done on E53/1407 and to plan future exploration and mining.
Accordingly I recommend that the Minister grant a certificate of
exemption totally exempting the holder of the mining tenement for the
expenditure year 19 February 2013 to 18 February 2014.

IL|

Hall
\
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